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SANDHU ET AL.

Substorms are a highly variable process, which can occur as an isolated event or as part of a
sequence of multiple substorms (compound substorms). In this study we identify how the low-energy
population of the ring current and subsequent energization varies for isolated substorms compared to the
first substorm of a compound event. Using observations of H+ and O+ ions (1 eV to 50 keV) from the
Helium Oxygen Proton Electron instrument onboard Van Allen Probe A, we determine the energy content
of the ring current in L-MLT space. We observe that the ring current energy content is significantly
enhanced during compound substorms as compared to isolated substorms by ∼20–30%. Furthermore, we
observe a significantly larger magnitude of energization (by ∼40–50%) following the onset of compound
substorms relative to isolated substorms. Analysis suggests that the differences predominantly arise due to
a sustained enhancement in dayside driving associated with compound substorms compared to isolated
substorms. The strong solar wind driving prior to onset results in important differences in the time history
of the magnetosphere, generating significantly different ring current conditions and responses to
substorms. The observations reveal information about the substorm injected population and the transport
of the plasma in the inner magnetosphere.

1. Introduction
Substorms are an impulsive phenomenon associated with the storage and release of energy in the Earth's
magnetosphere. Based on auroral observations, it was proposed that substorms can be described as the occurrence of three separate phases: the growth phase, the expansion phase, and the recovery phase (Akasofu,
1968; McPherron, 1970). Overall, a substorm typically lasts 2–4 hr (Tanskanen, 2009). During the growth
phase, low-latitude dayside reconnection with the IMF (interplanetary magnetic field) dominates over the
nightside reconnection rate, resulting in an accumulation of open field lines in a highly stretched magnetotail (Kokubun & McPherron, 1981; McPherron, 1970, 1972; Milan et al., 2007). Substorm onset marks the
beginning of the substorm expansion phase, and during the onset process rapid bursts of nightside reconnection close significant amounts of flux in the magnetotail (e.g., Hones & Schindler, 1979; Hubert et al.,
2006). The dipolarization of the magnetic field and the destabilization of the near-Earth tail act to energize
particles and drive intense electric currents (e.g., Forsyth et al., 2014; McPherron et al., 1973). The magnetosphere then enters the substorm recovery phase, where the nightside reconnection rate gradually subsides
and the system returns to its original state. The occurrence of a substorm has wide ranging and substantial
implications for the global magnetosphere and ionosphere. In this study we focus on the impact of substorms
on the inner magnetosphere, specifically on the ring current population.
The terrestrial ring current is generated predominantly by ions with energies ranging from tens to hundreds
of kiloelectron volts and resides mainly between 4 to 7 Earth Radii (RE ; Daglis et al., 1999; Le et al., 2004;
Sandhu et al., 2018). Substorm dipolarization following substorm onset is associated with the injection of
plasma to the inner magnetosphere, typically affecting ring current ions with hundreds of electron volts (eV)
to tens of kiloelectron volt (keV) energies (Yue et al., 2018). However, previous work has shown that the injection of plasma into the inner magnetosphere is highly variable. It has been identified that only approximately
30% of substorms are associated with an observed classical injection signature in the inner magnetosphere
(Boakes et al., 2011; Takada et al., 2006). Despite the variability of the injections, a study conducted by
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Sandhu et al. (2018) demonstrated that, on average, the ring current experiences statistically significant
enhancements following substorm onset. It was established that the global energy content, estimated from
an energy range up to hundreds of kiloelectron volts covering the bulk population, increased by 12% relative to the preonset value, with the enhancement predominantly occurring within the substorm expansion
phase. Sandhu et al. (2018) showed that the low-energy population of H+ and O+ ions with energies ranging up to 50 keV exhibited significant enhancements following substorm onset, with the energy content
of these ions increasing by more than 50%. The energy range is consistent with the expected energy range
of substorm-associated plasma injections in the inner magnetosphere (Yue et al., 2018), as well as the ion
plasma sheet population convected earthward.
In this paper, we extend the analysis of Sandhu et al. (2018) to explore whether some substorm characteristics
are more favorable to ring current energization than others. Specifically, we categorize substorms according
to the level of additional substorm activity prior to and following an event. We define isolated substorms
as those where there is no substorm activity prior to the event and after the event. Compound substorms
are defined as occurring as part of a sequence of substorms where the recovery phase leads directly to the
expansion phase of a succeeding substorm. Previous work has demonstrated differences in the solar wind
driving and auroral evolution during compound substorms in comparison to isolated substorms (e.g., Kim
et al., 2008; Liou et al., 2013; Newell & Gjerloev, 2011), such that compound substorms are typically associated with periods of high solar wind-magnetosphere coupling. However, the quantitative aspect of how a
sequence of compound substorms as opposed to an isolated substorm can affect the inner magnetosphere,
specifically the ring current population, remains poorly understood. In this study, we examine whether both
types of substorms enhance the ring current population, focusing on the evolution and morphology of the
low-energy ring current ion population.

2. Data and Method
The Van Allen Probes mission consists of two identically instrumented spacecraft: probe A and probe B
(Mauk et al., 2013). The elliptical orbits have an inclination of 10◦ , a perigee of ∼600-km altitude, and an
apogee of 6 RE geocentric radial distance. The orbital period is 9 hr, and the precession of the orbital apogee
allows sampling of all local times in less than 2 years. The coverage and low inclination of the Van Allen
Probes orbit are highly suited to studying the ring current region. The probes are equipped with the Helium
Oxygen Proton Electron (HOPE) mass spectrometers (Funsten et al., 2013; Spence et al., 2013). In this study
we use the Level 3 HOPE observations of omnidirectional energy fluxes for H+ and O+ ions, with an energy
range from 1 eV to 50 keV. For this statistical study we take all observations obtained during 2012 to 2018.
We note that the energy range was selected to focus on the injected and convected ion population that is
particularly sensitive to substorm onset (Sandhu et al., 2018; Yue et al., 2018), and the energy range is not
representative of the full ring current population. It is known that higher energies also exhibit energization,
as injections are observed to range up to several hundreds of kiloelectron volts (e.g., Sandhu et al., 2018;
Turner et al., 2017).
The omnidirectional ion fluxes obtained from HOPE are used to estimate the energy content for both the
H+ and O+ data sets. The same method as detailed by Sandhu et al. (2018; adapted from Gkioulidou et al.,
2016) is applied to the data and will now be briefly summarized. The omnidirectional ion energy flux, j(Ech ),
at the instrument energy channels, Ech , is taken for a given data set. The partial energy density, 𝜀, is then
calculated with a temporal resolution of 5 min using the following equation:
𝜀=

∑

√
2𝜋 2Ech m𝑗(Ech )ΔEch

(1)

Ech

where ΔEch is the energy channel bin width and m is the ion mass. For a given 5-min time bin, we then
consider the volume, 𝛿 V(L), which is the volume of the dipole magnetic field intersecting the area defined
by the range of L shells traversed in the time interval and 6 hr of magnetic local time (MLT). The full details
of how this volume is determined are provided in the supporting information (Text S1). The partial energy
density, 𝜀, is multiplied by the volume, 𝛿 V(L), to provide an estimate of the energy contained within the
volume for each 5-min time bin, E5 min . The final step taken is to determine the total energy, E, contained
within a spatial L-MLT bin. As a spacecraft traverses through the range of L values encompassed by a bin of
SANDHU ET AL.
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width ΔL, the energy values are summed. This is expressed by
]
[
⎡
⎤
∑
ΔL
E=
E5−min ⎢ ∑ ⎥
⎢ 𝛿L ⎥
ΔL
⎣ ΔL ⎦

(2)

where we use a L bin width of ΔL = 1. It is noted that the scaling factor
shown in equation (2) accounts for spacecraft trajectories where the distance traversed by the spacecraft differs from the L extent of the bin (e.g.,
a partial pass through the bin). This method is applied to both the H+
and O+ HOPE data sets, covering the time period from 2012 to 2018. We
thus obtain estimates of the energy content of L-MLT bins (L bin width
of 1 and MLT bin width of 6 hr) for each ion data set. The final data set
provides good coverage over all MLT values and over an L range from 3
to 7. This will allow analysis of the bulk ring current region, as well as an
examination of local time variations.

Figure 1. The SML index (nT) plotted as a function of time showing
examples of (a) an isolated substorm and (b) a sequence of compound
substorms. The color coding indicates the substorm phases as identified
using the Substorm Onsets and Phases from Indices of the Electrojet
technique. Green corresponds to the growth phase, blue corresponds to the
expansion phase, and red corresponds to the recovery phase. The start
times of the phases are also indicated by the vertical gray dashed lines.

In order to examine how the energy content values vary during the substorm process, the values are binned according to substorm phase. The
substorm phase for a given time is identified by applying the Substorm
Onsets and Phases from Indices of the Electrojet (SOPHIE) technique
(Forsyth et al., 2015) to the SuperMAG SML index (Gjerloev, 2012; Newell
& Gjerloev, 2011), using an expansion percentile threshold of 75. We note
here that the SML index can be considered as an equivalent to the AL
index. In brief, the SOPHIE technique evaluates the rate of change of the
SML index with 1-min temporal resolution. The technique identifies the
expansion and recovery phases from temporal gradients in the SML index
and labels all other times as growth phases. The SOPHIE technique is
illustrated in Figure 1, where the SML time series is displayed for two substorm periods. The color coding of the time series indicates the identified
substorm phases, where green is the growth phase, blue is the expansion
phase, and red is the recovery phase. Using this approach, 9,994 unique
substorms are identified for the time period considered.

A key characteristic of the ring current is the large enhancements
in energy content during geomagnetic storms (Akasofu et al., 1963;
Gonzalez et al., 1994). It has been demonstrated that quiet time and storm time substorms exhibit important and fundamental differences in the characteristics of injections and the effects on the ring current (e.g.,
Reeves & Henderson, 2001). In this study, we focus solely on nonstorm time measurements, to reduce variability in energy values and focus on differences between the isolated and compound substorms. Storm
periods are identified using the approach detailed by Murphy et al. (2018), based on an initial storm list
developed by Turner et al. (2015). For full details, the reader is referred to both Turner et al. (2015) and
Murphy et al. (2018). The storm list is used to exclude any measurements of the energy content that occur
during a geomagnetic storm, and the following analysis is representative of nonstorm conditions only. The
exclusion of storm times reduces the number of substorms in the analysis to 5,756.
For this analysis, it is also required that we differentiate between isolated substorms and compound substorms. Using the SOPHIE technique, the sequence of phases can be identified, as illustrated by the examples
shown in Figure 1. Compound substorms are identified from sequences where there are multiple onsets
of an expansion phase with no intermediate growth phases (see Figure 1b). Each of the onsets within a
given sequence is classified as an individual compound substorm. In contrast, isolated substorms are periods flanked by growth phases where only one onset occurs (see Figure 1a). Overall, there are 2,116 isolated
substorms and 1,349 compound substorm sequences (consisting of 3,640 individual compound substorms
in total) identified.

3. Energy Content of Low-Energy Ring Current Ions
Using the estimated values of energy content, we assess how the energy contributed by ions with energies
between 1 eV and 50 keV varies with respect to substorm onset for isolated and compound substorms. We
SANDHU ET AL.
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Figure 2. The (a–c) occurrence distributions and the (d, e) cumulative probability distributions of energy content
values, E (J), for the spatial bin 5 ≤ L < 6 and 18 ≤ MLT < 24 for H+ ions. For each energy bin, the number of
samples in the bin, n, is divided by the total number of samples in the distribution, N, to obtain the occurrence values.
The pale-shaded distribution shows values during the growth phase, and the line distribution shows values during
the expansion phase. The total number of samples in each distribution is labeled, and the mean value for each
distribution is indicated by the diamonds, using the same color coding as the distributions. Each panel corresponds to a
different category of substorms. We show (a, d) isolated substorms, (b, e) compound substorms for the first substorm in
the sequence, and (c) compound substorms for the second or more substorms in the sequence. The cumulative
probability distributions also indicate the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic, shown by the blue arrow.

consider both H+ and O+ ions. In the following results we have chosen to focus on changes over onset,
between the growth phase and expansion phase. Sandhu et al. (2018) demonstrated that the postonset
enhancement of the ring current predominantly occurs during the expansion phase and that no significant
further energization occurs during the substorm recovery phase.
Figures 2a–2c and 3a–3c show occurrence distributions of energy values, E (J), during the growth phase
(shaded distribution) and the expansion phase (line distribution) for the spatial bin 5 ≤ L < 6 and 18 ≤
MLT < 24. Cumulative probability distributions are also shown in Figures 2d, 2e, 3d, and 3e. Figure 2
corresponds to H+ ions, and Figure 3 corresponds to O+ ions. For each occurrence distribution, the mean
value is indicated by the solid diamond at the top of the relevant panel and the number of points in the
distribution is labeled, using the same color coding as the distribution. Futhermore, Figures 2 and 3 show
occurrence distributions of energy content for isolated substorms (a, d) and compound substorms (b, c, e).
The compound substorms are also further separated based on where they occur within the sequence. The
number of preceding substorm expansion phases since the latest growth phase, nS , is identified. Compound
substorms that are the first of the sequence (nS = 0) correspond to panels (b) and (e). Substorm expansion
phases that have followed the recovery phase of a preceeding substorm (nS ≥ 1) correspond to panel (c),
and as the expansion phase was not preceeded by a growth phase, there is no shaded distribution present.
Although we focus on a single L-MLT bin in the premidnight sector for Figures 2 and 3, the same trends in
the occurrence distributions are observed for the other spatial bins. The 5 ≤ L < 6 and 18 ≤ MLT < 24 bin
was selected here because this region was observed to undergo the largest and most significant energization
by Sandhu et al. (2018).
A comparison of Figures 2a–2c and 3a–3c indicates that the average energy values for the H+ ions typically
range from 0.4×1013 J during the growth phases of isolated substorms (Figure 2a) up to 1.3×1013 J during the
second and subsequent expansion phases of compound substorms (Figure 2c). The average energy values for
the O+ ions range from 0.2 × 1013 J to 0.5 × 1013 J for the same cases (Figures 3a and 3c). Although the magnitudes of energy values are smaller for the O+ ions compared to the H+ ions, consistent trends are observed
for both ion species, and we will focus on Figure 2 to describe these variations. Figures 2a and 2b show
that the mean energy for the expansion phase is increased compared to the growth phase. Furthermore,
SANDHU ET AL.
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Figure 3. The occurrence distributions and cumulative probability distributions of energy content values for O+ ions,
following the same format and color coding as Figure 2.

the difference in energy appears to be greater for compound substorms (Figure 2b) than for isolated substorms (Figure 2a). Figures 2a and 2b also show that the mean energy values are larger for compound
substorms than isolated substorms, in both the growth and expansion phases. This indicates important differences in the energy content, as well as postonset changes in the energy content, between isolated and
compound substorms. In terms of the compound substorms, Figure 2c shows that, for compound substorms
following at least one previous onset in the sequence, the distribution is observed to be much broader compared to the distribution for the first substorm in a sequence (Figure 2b). The energy values are more variable,
and the mean energy is larger. It is suggested that significant further energization of the ring current occurs
during the sequence of compound substorms (as nS increases). For the following analysis, we choose to
focus only on isolated substorms and the first compound substorm of a sequence (hereafter referred to simply as a compound substorm). This will reduce the clear variability observed within a series of compound
substorms and avoid the effects of preconditioning on the observed energy values.
Figures 2d, 2e, 3d, and 3e show how the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can be applied to identify statisitically significant differences in the energy distributions, in this case comparing the energy distributions
during the growth phase to the expansion phase. From the cumulative probability distributions shown in
Figures 2d and 2e, the energy bin associated with the maximum absolute difference between the distributions is identified. The magnitude of the difference, shown by the blue arrows, provides the value of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic. The corresponding p values from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicate
the probability that the distributions are drawn from the same population. Comparing the growth phase to
the expansion phase for H+ ions, the p value for isolated substorms is 9.7 × 10−3 and the p value for compound substorms with nS = 0 is 6.0 × 10−3 . Using a typical probability threshold of 0.01, we can identify
that the energy distributions for the growth and expansion phases have statistically significant differences.
For the O+ ions (Figures 3d and 3e), the p values are 0.11 for isolated substorms and 0.01 for compound
substorms with nS = 0. Therefore, for O+ ions in this spatial bin, the growth and expansion phase distributions are not identified to be statistically significantly different for the isolated substorms and the difference
is marginal for the compound substorms.
Whereas Figures 2 and 3 focus on one spatial bin, we also extend the analysis to assess the global distribution
of energy values for both isolated and compound substorms. Figures 4 and 5 show mean energy values
for all L-MLT bins, for the H+ and O+ ions, respectively. The mean energies are shown for the isolated
substorms during the (a) growth and (b) expansion phases. The corresponding values for the compound
substorms during the (d) growth and (e) expansion phases are also shown. The number of samples in each
L-MLT bin (provided in Figure S1 of the supporting information) shows that the number of values in a
given L-MLT bin ranges from more than 50 to several hundred samples, which is sufficient for the statistical
SANDHU ET AL.
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Figure 4. Values for each L-MLT bin are plotted at the bins' location in the L-MLT domain for the H+ ions. The mean
energy values, E (J), are shown for (a) growth phases of isolated substorms, (b) expansion phases of isolated substorms,
(d) growth phases of compound substorms, and (e) expansion phases of isolated substorms. The difference in the
mean values, ΔE (J), for the expansion phase relative to the growth phase is shown for (c) isolated substorms and
(f) compound substorms. The difference in mean values for the compound substorms relative to the isolated substorms
is shown for (g) the growth phase and (h) the expansion phase. It is noted that, for the difference plots (c, f, g, h), the
difference in mean values is only plotted if the distributions are identified to be statistically different according to the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with p < 0.01. MLT = magnetic local time.

analysis conducted here. To compare the change in mean energy from the growth to the expansion phase,
the difference in mean energies for the expansion phase relative to the growth phase is shown for (c) isolated
substorms and (f) compound substorms. For a given L-MLT bin, the distribution of values in the growth
and expansion phase is compared under the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, as described above. If the p value is
less than 0.01, then the distributions are shown to be significantly different, and the difference in the mean
values is plotted. If p ≥ 0.01, there is no significant difference in the distributions and the bin is plotted
as light gray. Using the sam approach, we also compare the mean values between isolated and compound
substorms during the (g) growth and (h) expansion phases. The use of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing
allows us to identify the L-MLT bins that are associated with statistically significant changes in the mean
energy over onset (c, f) and statistically significant differences with substorm type (g, h).
The spatial distributions shown in Figures 4 and 5 are qualitatively similar. The L dependence observed
is such that the energy values increase with L, which is a consequence of the approach used. The volume
corresponding to the L-MLT bin, over which the energy density is integrated over, increases with L value.
Figures 4 and 5 also show that the energy values have a clear azimuthal asymmetry, such that the energy
values tend to be greatest in the premidnight MLT sector.
The magnitudes of the energy values differ for the H+ and O+ ions, as expected based on previous work
(Sandhu et al., 2018), where this feature was also identified from Figures 2 and 3. The mean energy value
for an L-MLT bin extends up to ∼1013 J for the H+ ions, whereas for the O+ ions the value ranges up to
∼ 3 × 1012 J.
SANDHU ET AL.
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Figure 5. Following the same format as Figure 4 for the O+ ions.

For a given ion species, differences and changes in the mean energy with substorm type as well as from the
growth to expansion phase of a substorm are apparent and are quantitatively demonstrated by the ΔE L-MLT
maps. Figures 4c and 4f show that, for both isolated and compound substorms, the only statistically significant changes in the energy content following substorm onset are enhancements that occur on the nightside
region. The enhancements are of the order of 1012 J in magnitude and are largest in the premidnight MLT
sector. The magnitude of the changes are comparable between the isolated and compound substorms. The
corresponding changes in energy content following substorm onset for the O+ ions are shown in Figures 5c
and 5f. Similar to the H+ ions, an enhancement in energy content is observed. The enhancement is localized
to the postmidnight MLT sector and is of the order 1011 J.
The differences in ring current energy content during isolated and compound substorms can also be identified. Figures 4g and 4h show that the mean H+ energy content tends to be greater during compound
substorms than during isolated substorms, both before and after substorm onset. The difference in energy
values (∼1012 J) is comparable to the magnitudes of postonset changes (Figures 4c and 4f). During the growth
phase, the statistically significant differences in energy content between isolated and compound substorms
spans over all MLT sectors (Figure 4g). In contrast, during the expansion phase, the differences are reduced
and occur only in the postmidnight and afternoon MLT sectors (Figure 4h). The corresponding results for
the O+ ions show similar trends (Figures 5g and 5h). The energy content of O+ ions is consistently larger during compound substorms compared to isolated substorms, both in the growth phase and expansion phase
of the substorms. The magnitude of the energy difference is ∼ 1012 J, and a comparison to Figures 5c and
5f indicates that the differences between isolated and compound substorms are larger than the changes in
energy content following substorm onset. In terms of the spatial distribution of significant enhancements
in Figure 5, the O+ ions show similar trends to those observed for H+ ions.
It is also useful to consider the global energy content from each ion species in this energy range. We estimate
this by summing the mean values from each L-MLT bin in a given L-MLT map, in the same manner as
Sandhu et al. (2018). Table 1 shows the estimated global energy content for the H+ and O+ ions for the
growth phase and expansion phase of both isolated and compound substorms. The differences in global
SANDHU ET AL.
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Table 1
Global Energy Content (×1013 J) for H+ (O+ ) Ions
Substorm category

Growth

Expansion

Expansion-growth

Isolated

3.3 (1.5)

4.3 (1.8)

1.0 (0.3)

Compound

4.2 (1.8)

5.7 (2.3)

1.5 (0.5)

Compound-isolated

0.9 (0.3)

1.4 (0.5)

energy content for the expansion phase relative to the growth phase are also shown, as well as differences
for compound substorms relative to isolated substorms. Table 1 provides an indication of how much energy
the H+ and O+ ions with energies 1 eV to 50 keV contribute to the total ring current energy. Table 1 shows
that the global energy content for both H+ and O+ ions is ∼ 1013 J, and the values are larger for the H+ ions.
As expected from Figures 4 and 5, the average energy content increases following substorm onset, and the
enhancement is greater for compound substorms compared to isolated substorms. The global energy content
is larger for compound substorms compared to isolated substorms, during both the growth and expansion
phases.

4. Substorm Characteristics
In order to understand the clear and significant differences in ring current energy content and response
to onset for isolated substorms compared to compound substorms, we consider substorm properties and
background conditions. In Figure 6, a superposed epoch analysis of various parameters is shown, relative
to substorm onset time, for the substorms considered in this study. The mean values are shown for 5 min
time bins for a time window spanning 60 min before onset to 60 min after onset. The pale pink lines correspond to isolated substorms, and the dark purple lines correspond to compound substorms. Figure 6a shows
the average values of the SML index (nT). The SML index is an indicator of the nightside auroral electrojet
activity and a depression of the SML index following substorm onset is an indicator of the substorm size
(Newell & Gjerloev, 2011). Prior to onset the SML index is consistently decreased for compound substorms
compared to isolated substorms by approximately 15 nT. This is indicative of enhanced convection as well as
prior substorm activity. Figure 6a demonstrates that the change in SML index following onset is greater for
compound substorms compared to isolated substorms, by approximately 20 nT. Following the rapid reduction in SML index associated with the substorm expansion phase (lasting approximately 25 min on average
from Figure 6a), it can be seen that the isolated substorms demonstrate a gradual increase in SML index,
which is a typical feature of the substorm recovery phase. In contrast, the compound substorms show that
the SML index remains at a depressed level. This feature is due to the averaging of successive expansion
phases following the first substorm in the series.
Figure 6b shows the average values of the dayside reconnection electric field, ER (mV/m). For a given time
bin of a given substorm, the dayside reconnection electric field is estimated from
( )
𝜃
ER = Vx Byz sin2
(3)
2
where Vx is the Geocentric Solar Magnetic x component of the solar wind speed, Byz is the IMF component
in the Geocentric Solar Magnetic y-z plane, and 𝜃 is the IMF clock angle (Kan & Lee, 1979). The dayside
reconnection electric field provides an indication of the rate of low-latitude reconnection on the dayside
magnetopause. An elevated dayside reconnection electric field corresponds to increased loading of the magnetotail with open flux and increased convection in the magnetosphere (Dungey, 1961; Milan et al., 2003,
2007). The enhanced driving is also associated with increased geomagnetic activity including substorm
occurrences (e.g., Fairfield & Cahill, 1966). Figure 6 shows that the average magnitude of the dayside reconnection electric field is greater for compound substorms compared to isolated substorms by more than 30%
at substorm onset. The magnitude remains markedly greater for compound substorms both before and after
substorm onset.
Furthermore, we also show the average value of the Sym-H* index (nT) in Figure 6. The Sym-H index represents the horizontal magnetic field perturbations as measured by ground magnetometers, where reductions
in the Sym-H index are commonly used as indicators of global geomagnetic ring current intensifications
(Dessler & Parker, 1959; Sckopke, 1966). As the Sym-H index is known to include contributions from additional current systems (e.g., Burton et al., 1975; Turner et al., 2000), there have been attempts to account for
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these additional contributions through a corrected index, known as the
Sym-H* index (e.g., Burton et al., 1975; Gonzalez et al., 1994). Here we opt
to use the Gonzalez et al. (1994) definition of the Sym-H* index, in order
to more accurately describe the ring current magnitude and variations.
Consistent with the low-energy ion observations presented in section 3, it
is observed that the magnitude of the Sym-H* index is, on average, greater
for compound substorms compared to isolated substorms. We note that
the Sym-H* index includes contributions across all ion energy ranges and
species, and the magnitude of the Sym-H* index is dominated by protons
with energies of hundreds of kiloelectron volts. Overall, we observe differences in the SML index, the ER parameter, and the Sym-H* index prior
to onset. It can be observed that these differences persist for multiple days
prior to onset (shown in Figure S2 of the supporting information), suggesting substantially different time histories associated with isolated and
compound substorms.

Figure 6. Superposed epoch analysis of (a) SML index (nT), (b) dayside
reconnection electric field, ER , (mV/m), (c) Sym-H* index (nT). The mean
values in 5-min bins are plotted relative to the time of substorm onset for
isolated substorms (pale pink) and compound substorms (dark purple). The
lower quartiles and upper quartiles are shown by the thin dotted lines.

In addition, we have the distributions of the duration of the substorm
growth and expansion phases and of the onset latitude and MLT. We
find that the growth phase duration exhibits statistically significant differences (p value of ∼10−6 under the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), such that
isolated substorms typically have a longer growth phase. The mean duration of a growth phase is 249 min for isolated substorms and 187 min for
compound substorms. Furthermore, statistically significant differences
are also observed for the expansion phase duration (p value of 0.002).
Compound substorms tend to have longer expansion phase durations
compared to isolated substorms, with mean durations of 25 and 28 min,
respectively.
It is also observed that the distribution of onset latitudes was different
(p value of ∼10−4 ), such that isolated substorms onsets tend to occur at
higher invariant latitudes. In contrast, the MLT of onsets was not significantly different for isolated substorms compared to compound substorms
(p value of 0.12). The results of this assessment are included in Figures S3
and S4 of the supporting information.

5. Discussion
The results presented in section 3 indicate statistically significant variations in the low-energy ion population of the ring current, for both H+ and O+ ions, during the substorm process. It has been clearly identified
that the energy contributed by the ions differs for compound substorms compared to isolated substorms,
both before and after substorm onset. We establish that the compound substorms are associated with larger
energy content values before and after substorm onset and that the postonset energization is larger for compound substorms than isolated substorms. Furthermore, an examination of the average substorm properties
and solar wind magnetosphere coupling indicates a prolonged higher level of dayside coupling during compound substorms. Compound substorms are also larger than isolated substorms, on average. We will now
discuss the implications of these findings and explore the drivers of the observed differences.
5.1. Enhancements Following Substorm Onset
Figures 4c, 4f, 5c, and 5f demonstrate a statistically significant increase in the mean energy values following substorm onset, although there are some variations between the ion species. In terms of the H+ ions,
Figures 4c and 4f show that the enhancement following substorm onset is largely in the premidnight MLT
sector, consistent with the results of Sandhu et al. (2018). Previous studies have identified that substorm
injections of particles occur across the nightside MLT sector (Reeves et al., 1990, 1991, 1992), although there
is a preference for the premidnight MLT sector compared to the postmidnight MLT sector (e.g., Gabrielse
et al., 2014; Kokubun & McPherron, 1981; Sarris et al., 1976). The injected ion population then experience
a westward drift in the inner magnetosphere (Lopez et al., 1990; Mauk & McIlwain, 1974; McIlwain, 1974;
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Reeves et al., 1990). The combination of the injection occurrence MLT distribution and the duskward
transport of injected H+ ions produces the significant enhancement in the premidnight MLT sector.
Figures 5c and 5f show that the postonset enhancement in energy content from the O+ ions is localized
to the postmidnight sector, in contrast to the result from the H+ ions. It is unclear why the composition of
the plasma would affect the local time preference of the injection, such that O+ ions are more likely to be
injected in the postmidnight MLT sector compared to the premidnight MLT sector. One potential reason
may be deduced from the drift paths of the O+ ions following injection. For ions with sufficient energy, the
gradient-curvature drift is dominant and the ions drift westward through the dusk sector. However, if the
energy of the O+ ions is low such that the convection electric field dominates the drift path, the ions will be
convected through the dawn sector (Ozeke & Mann, 2001). However, there is no clear evidence that O+ ions
typically have a lower characteristic energy in the inner magnetosphere than H+ ions. The cause of the O+
dawn enhancement remains unknown, and it is highlighted that this feature is certainly worthy of future
investigation.
5.2. What Are the Differences Between Isolated and Compound Substorms?
The results highlighted several key differences in the ring current energy content between isolated and
compound substorms, which can be summarized as
1. The energy content is enhanced, both before and after substorm onset, for compound substorms compared
to isolated substorms (Figures 4g, 4h, 5g, and 5h). The global energy content contributed by low-energy
H+ and O+ ions is larger during compound substorms than isolated substorms, by ∼20–30% (Table 1).
2. For both the H+ and O+ ions, the energy content is more localized to the premidnight MLT sector for
isolated substorms, whereas the energy is elevated across a more azimuthally extensive area for compound
substorms (Figures 4g, 4h, 5g, and 5h).
3. Compound substorms are associated with larger enhancements following substorm onset than isolated
substorms (Figures 4c, 4f, 5c, and 5f and Table 1). The compound substorms are also associated with larger
relative changes in energy content over onset. For example, the energy content is enhanced by 30% for
isolated substorms and by 40% for compound substorms for H+ ions, with similar trends observed for O+
ions.
4. The postonset enhancements extend across both nightside MLT sectors for compound substorms but are
localized solely to the premidnight MLT sector for isolated substorms (Figures 4c, 4f, 5c, and 5f).
We will now discuss how the magnetospheric conditions and time history can impart these observed
differences between isolated and compound substorms.
Previous work has strongly established that enhanced dayside driving and nightside auroral activity, as
observed for the compound substorms from Figures 6a and 6b, results in enhanced ionospheric outflows
of both H+ and O+ ions (Axford, 1968; Lockwood et al., 1985, 1985; Yau & Andre, 1997). Through convection, the outflows are transported to both the plasma sheet and inner magnetosphere, increasing the hot
plasma density and energy (Haaland et al., 2009; Kistler et al., 2010; Kozyra & Liemohn, 2003; Wang et al.,
2006; Winglee, 2000). In terms of the convective transport of plasma to the ring current, the greater level
of solar wind-magnetosphere coupling during compound substorms corresponds to increased convection
(Cowley, 1981), suggesting more efficient transport of ions into and across the inner magnetosphere. As well
as increasing the density of the ring current, this allows the ions to populate a wider range of MLT sectors
during compound substorms than isolated substorms. Furthermore, the convective drifts are more likely to
dominate over the gradient-curvature drifts and the ions will be effectively transported to the postmidnight
sector as well as to the dayside. In contrast, during isolated substorms, where the convection is relatively
(Ozeke & Mann, 2001) stagnated, ions are less effectively transported throughout the magnetosphere and
the energy content is more azimuthally localized. It is highlighted that the relatively active geomagnetic
conditions associated with the compound substorms compared to the isolated substorms are maintained
for approximately days prior to onset, allowing significant differences in the ring current and plasma sheet
populations to develop.
The enhanced density and energy of the plasma sheet during compound substorms are corresponded in
the injected population following substorm onset. Compound substorms are also, on average, larger than
isolated substorms (Figure 6a). Larger substorms are associated with a greater level of dipolarization in
the inner magnetosphere, which increases the energization of particles as they are transported inward
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(Aggson et al., 1983; Ashour-Abdalla et al., 2009; Nakamura et al., 2017;
Quinn & Southwood, 1982; Zaharia et al., 2000). This results in a higher
density of ions injected to the inner magnetosphere, with higher energies,
for compound substorms compared to isolated substorms. Furthermore,
Reeves and Henderson (2001) showed that substorms associated with
continued injections demonstrated a spatial broadening of the injection
region following onset, such that it was able to extend azimuthally across
the full nightside MLT sector. The broader injection region associated
with compound substorms would act to increase the energy content in the
postmidnight MLT sector compared to isolated substorms, in agreement
with the observations.

Figure 7. The mean H+ energy content, E (J), for an L-MLT bin covering
5 ≤ L < 6 and 18 ≤ MLT < 24 is indicated by the diamonds, and the
bars/shaded region shows the extent of the lower quartile to the upper
quartile. Values during the (a) growth phase and (b) expansion phase are
shown. Values corresponding to isolated substorms are shown in pink, and
values corresponding to compound substorms are shown in purple. The
energy content values are binned for the estimated dayside reconnection
electric field, ER (mV/m), at substorm onset, as labeled on the x axis.

Overall, both the convective and impulsive supply of ions to the ring
current following substorm onset are more effective for compound substorms, resulting in the observed larger and more spatially extensive postonset energization. Furthermore, we also note that the occurrence of the
first compound substorm in a sequence will drive further enhancements
of ionospheric outflows, thus magnifying the ring current energization
for the subsequent substorms that follow.

Previous studies have also shown that enhanced outflows are associated
with an enhanced concentration of O+ ions in the plasma sheet and the
inner magnetosphere (e.g., Maggiolo & Kistler, 2014; Sandhu et al., 2016,
2017). Although we are not examining the densities in this study, a consideration of the H+ /O+ energy content ratio indicates no clear variations
(the ratio ranges between 0.41 and 0.45, both before and after onset and for isolated and compound substorms). We suggest that, as the estimated energy content depends on the ion energy as well as the fluxes,
the variations in energy content are more complex than densities.
As well as differences in the solar wind coupling and substorm size, the inner magnetospheric conditions
prior to onset may also be important in determining the magnitude of the energy content enhancement. It
has been suggested that a large magnetic field gradient from the plasma sheet to the inner magnetosphere
can act to divert flows before the plasma can be transported to the inner magnetosphere (Sergeev et al., 2012;
Takada et al., 2006). The magnetic field perturbation associated with the ring current is southward in the
inner magnetosphere and northward in the outer region. This acts to weaken and reduce the radial gradient
in the background magnetic field and therefore increase the probability of an injection in the ring current
region. Figure 6c shows the Sym-H* index, which is a measure of magnetic field perturbations for field lines
mapping to the inner magnetosphere, often assumed to arise from the magnetic field contribution from the
ring current population (Dessler & Parker, 1959; Sckopke, 1966). As shown by Figure 6c, the compound
substorms are associated with a consistently depressed inner magnetospheric field in comparison to isolated
substorms and it is proposed that the weaker inner magnetosphere can aid in the accessibility of substorm
injections to the inner magnetosphere. Previous work has shown that not all substorms are associated with
an observed injection in the inner magnetosphere, with a classical injection occurrence probability of ∼30%
(Boakes et al., 2011). We suggest that the weaker inner magnetospheric field associated with compound
substorms compared to isolated substorms acts to increase the probability of an injection to the ring current
region. On average, this contributes to the observed difference in the magnitude of postonset energization.
5.3. Parameterizing Ring Current Energy Content by Solar Wind Driving
The key differences in energy content between isolated and compound substorms have largely been
attributed to the prolonged differing solar wind-magnetosphere coupling (Figure 6b), which drives ionospheric outflows, substorm activity, and transport of plasma to the inner magnetosphere. We now examine
whether the different average solar wind driving is the key factor in shaping the ring current energy content for the low-energy ions. Specifically, we address whether an isolated substorm associated with the same
level of solar wind driving as a compound substorm will have the same energy content value. It is noted here
that the level of solar wind driving is prolonged for days prior to onset (Figure S2 in the supporting information). However, here we opt to simply use the value of ER at onset, which is expected to correspond to a
sustained prior driving at that level beforehand and correspond to substorms with a similar time history.
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Figures 7 and 8 show the mean energy content during the (a) growth and
(b) expansion phases. The energy values are binned for the estimated dayside reconnection electric field, ER (mV/m), at substorm onset, therefore
restricting the values to substorms with the same level of solar wind driving. The pink diamonds represent the mean value for isolated substorms,
and the purple diamonds represent the mean value for compound substorms. The bars indicate the extent of the upper and lower quartiles,
using the same color coding. Figure 7 shows results for the H+ ions for
an L-MLT bin located in the premidnight MLT sector, and Figure 8 corresponds to O+ ions for an L-MLT bin in the postmidnight MLT sector. The
location of the bins was selected to correspond to the L-MLT location of
the largest enhancements observed in Figures 4 and 5.
Figures 7 and 8 indicate that the mean energy content (in a given phase
for a given ER bin) is similar between isolated and compound substorms,
relative to the spread of values indicated by the quartiles. Conducting
Figure 8. Following the same format as Figure 7 for the O+ ions in a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical testing demonstrates that there are no
spatial bin covering 5 ≤ L < 6 and 00 ≤ MLT < 06.
statistically significant differences between the energy distributions associated with isolated and compound substorms, for any of the bins shown.
In addition, it can be seen that the spread of values (indicated by the width of the bars in Figures 7 and 8)
generally tends to be greater for compound substorms compared to isolated substorms and in particular that
the upper quartile extends to higher values. This feature suggests that the tail of the energy distributions for
compound substorms is larger compared to isolated substorms, consistent with Figures 2 and 3.
The results suggest that the ring current energy content, both before and after onset, is largely controlled by
the level of solar wind driving and that the magnitude of solar wind-magnetosphere coupling is the main
contributor of variations between isolated and compound substorms. Furthermore, we observe a weak correlation between the solar wind driving and the substorm size (a Pearson's linear correlation coefficient of
up to 0.2 with a significance of 10−17 ), providing some support to observations that the solar wind driving
controls substorm intensity (e.g., Li et al., 2013). Therefore, we suggest that the physics of isolated and compound substorms are essentially the same, but that the properties of the two types of substorm (e.g., substorm
size shown by the SML index) and the ring current evolution associated with them differ because of different
solar wind magnetosphere coupling that occurs on timescales of days. The more prolonged coupling during
compound substorms imparts significant differences in the ring current energy content preceding substorm
onset and in the postonset energization.
5.4. The Influence of the Ring Current on Compound Substorms
The analysis presented in section 3 demonstrates clear differences in the preonset conditions associated with
isolated and compound substorms. Although it is currently unclear why a series of compound substorms
may occur as opposed to an isolated substorm, the results presented here may provide some insight into the
role of inner magnetospheric conditions in shaping the properties of compound substorms.
Figures 6b and 6c clearly demonstrate that compound substorms are associated with higher driving and
an enhanced ring current before substorm onset, as previously discussed. It has been suggested that these
conditions are favorable to more intense substorms initiated at field lines that map to low magnetic latitudes
in the ionosphere (Milan, 2009; Milan et al., 2008; Milan, Grocott, et al., 2009; Milan, Hutchinson, et al.,
2009; Nakai & Kamide, 2003). This is due to a feedback mechanism where the induced magnetic field from
the ring current introduces a significant northward component in the tail, acting to reduce tail stretching
and stabilize the tail to onset. Therefore, the magnetosphere requires more open flux to accumulate in the
tail (driving the auroral oval to lower latitudes) in order to reach conditions favorable for substorm onset. As
these substorms are initiated at lower latitudes, the amount of open flux closed is larger and the substorm is
more intense (Akasofu, 1975; Kamide et al., 1999; Milan, Grocott, et al., 2009). Therefore, as the compound
substorms assessed here are associated with an enhanced ring current prior to onset (Figures 4g, 5g, and 6c)
compared to isolated substorms, the events are more intense and result in larger postonset ion energization.
Whereas Milan et al. (2008) observed the onset latitudes from auroral observations (see also Milan, Grocott,
et al., 2009; Milan, Hutchinson, et al., 2009; Milan, 2009), the SOPHIE technique can be used here to
identify the magnetic latitude and local time of the active ground magnetometer station that observes the
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substorm-associated SML signature. The results are included in Figure S4 of the supporting information
and we find that, in contrast to the feedback mechanism, the compound substorm onsets do not occur at a
significantly lower invariant latitude than for isolated substorms. It is highlighted that further investigation
is required to fully understand how the use of a different onset identification technique may introduce differences. Furthermore, the feedback mechanism was developed to correspond to observations that included
storm time ring current conditions, where the ring current is significantly more enhanced than the observations presented in this study. Therefore, we suggest that larger enhancements in the ring current than are
observed here are required for significant deviations in the onset latitude to be present.
Continuing the comparison to the results of Milan et al. (2008), Milan, Grocott, et al. (2009), Milan,
Hutchinson, et al. (2009), and Milan (2009), we observe that a continued high level of solar wind driving
is observed following onset for compound substorms, whereas the driving subsides for isolated substorms
(Figure 6b). The high level of solar wind driving following the onset of the first compound substorm is
thought to efficiently load the magnetotail with open flux, allowing the tail to reach a state favorable to onset
relatively rapidly. Therefore, the magnetosphere can reach an “onset ready” condition during the recovery
phase, resulting in a compound event to occur. However, we note that the physical processes responsible
for substorm onset are well debated (e.g., Angelopoulos et al., 2008; Baker et al., 1996; Kalmoni et al., 2015;
Lui et al., 1991, 2009) and that a fuller understanding of how substorms are initiated is required to establish
why compound substorms occur instead of isolated substorms.

6. Conclusions
An analysis of HOPE H+ and O+ ion observations (1 eV to 50 keV) in the growth and expansion phases of substorms was conducted to quantitatively identify differences in energy content during isolated and compound
substorms. We establish that the energy content associated with the ions is significantly increased following substorm onset for both isolated and compound substorms, where the local time of the enhancements
provide insight into the drift paths of injected H+ and O+ ions in the inner magnetosphere.
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A comparison of isolated and compound substorms demonstrates clear differences in the corresponding
ring current energy content. Quantitative estimates of the energy content and differences are provided. In
addition, we demonstrate the statistical significance of the differences in energy content over onset and comparing isolated and compound substorms. It is observed that compound substorms are associated with an
enhanced ring current on average, both before and after onset, relative to isolated substorms. Furthermore,
compound substorms are associated with a larger energy input following onset than isolated substorms.
A consideration of the average solar wind-magnetosphere coupling, substorm size, and inner magnetospheric conditions provides context on how differences between isolated and compound substorms arise.
Stronger ionospheric outflows, more effective circulation of plasma, larger magnitude of dipolarization, and
increased accessibility of injections to the inner magnetosphere are highlighted as the key factors contributing to the difference in compound substorms relative to isolated substorms. In addition, we establish that the
difference in average solar wind coupling is a significant source of variability for the ring current conditions.
Overall, we have demonstrated that there are significant differences between isolated and compound substorms, in terms of the ring current state and substorm-associated energization. It has been found that a
single compound substorm is more effective at energizing the ring current than an isolated substorm. We
highlight that this study considered only the first compound substorm for each series of compound substorms in an event. Therefore, we can expect that the combined sequence would be highly effective at
energizing the ring current to generate a strongly enhanced ring current compared to inactive geomagnetic conditions. It is reasonable to assume that the successive substorms in the event would have similar
energy inputs to the ring current region based on the continued strong solar wind driving, although a full
consideration of the impacts of the whole compound event is left to a future study.
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